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synopsis 
The theory of the influence of phonon-phonon interactions on the location and width 

of the one-phonon peaks in the spectrum of inelastically scattered neutrons by single 
crystals, as developed earlier i), is extended to the case of metals to include the inter- 
action between phonons and conduction electrons. Expressions are derived for the 
shift and width as a result of electron-phonon coupling and estimates are given for 
these quantities. In general the influence of electron-phonon interaction on the line 
shape of the scattering peaks will be small. 

1. Introduction. In a previous paper i), to be referred to hereafter as I, 
we have studied the influence of phonon-phonon interactions on the one- 
phonon peaks in the outgoing spectrum of coherently, inelastically scattered 

neutrons by single, non-conducting crystals. In the harmonic approximation 
these peaks are delta-function singularities, each peak corresponding to 
emission or absorption of a single phonon by the neutron. As a result of 
phonon-phonon interactions the peaks get a finite width and are shifted 
with respect to those predicted in the harmonic approximation. These 
anharmonic effects are treated in I by means of many particle perturbation 
theory, using diagram methods for the calculation of the various matrix 
elements. The essential point is that the formalism developed in I is restricted 
to the case where, independent of the strength of the coupling, the width 
of each peak is small compared to the value of its central frequency. Only 
then the peaks can be considered as being well defined with respect to the 
background (multi-phonon processes) ‘to higher order in the interaction. 
This case is expected to be realized for temperatures which are not too high 

and values of the phonon wave vector q, which are not too large. 
The aim of the present paper is to extend the above theory to the case of 

conducting crystals, where in addition to phonon-phonon interactions the 
interaction between phonons and conduction electrons gives a contribution 
to the displacement and broadening of the one-phonon peaks. Rough 
calculations of this latter contribution indicate that the effects ot electron- 
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phonon interaction on the line shape will be small, presumably smaller 
than those arising from anharmonicities. 

Of particular importance are those situations, where, for kinematical 
reasons (which do not affect phonon-phonon transitions), the contribution 
of the electron-phonon interactions to the shift and width, are strongly 
reduced. Such situations arise in the case where the phonon wave vector q 

becomes so large that it cannot be fitted into the Fermi spheres), or in the 
case of superconductors where below the transition temperature the number 
of possible electron-phonon transitions is reduced because of the presence 
of an energy gap. Although very small and possibly hardly detectable, these 
latter effects are perhaps the most interesting ones from the point of view 
of the experimentalist. 

In section 2 we discuss the effective Hamiltonian for our electron-phonon 
system, starting from the adiabatic principle and the one-electron approxi- 
mation. In the next two sections the diagram formalism, introduced and 
developed in I, will be extended by including electron-phonon vertices. 
Special attention must be paid to the exclusion principle for the electrons. 
The summation of the one-phonon diagrams -which describe the scattering 
peaks if they are sufficiently narrow - in terms of so-called bubble functions, 
can also in this case be performed exactly. Finally in section 5 we derive the 
lowest order expressions for the shift and width due to electron-phonon 
coupling alone, and perform some approximate calculations. 

2. The Hawdtonian of the electron-phonon system. In this section we present 
a brief sketch of the construction of the effective Hamiltonian for our 
electron-lattice system, as can be found in the current literature (see for 
instance reference 6). Consider a finite, perfect, conducting crystal of volume 
Q, consisting of a lattice of ions and a number of conduction electrons, such, 
that the whole system is electrically neutral. The Hamiltonian of the system 
composed of ion lattice and conduction electrons can be written as follows: 

H = &$ lPi12 + Hion-ion + 22 z + H,, + Cti, 4~ - %,I. (2.1) 
ffl 

In this equation ri and pi are the electronic variables. The vectors r,, 
designate the positions of the ions in the crystal; each vector rsn is the sum 
of an equilibrium position vector s + Ro, and a displacement vector u,,, 
where s is a crystal translation vector and Ron the equilibrium position vector 
of ion n (mass M,) in the unit celI containing the origin, n running from 
1 to no, the number of ions per unit cell. The first two terms of the Hamil- 
tonian (2.1) represent the kinetic and Coulomb energies of the ions and 
similarly the following two terms those of the electrons. The last term in 
(2.1) describes the electron-ion interaction. It is to be understood that in 
the above Hamiltonian all Coulomb interactions are still unscreened. In 
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this form the Hamiltonian is very unpractical for our investigations. 

To obtain the ,,effective” Hamiltonian for our purpose the basic approach 
is that of the adiabatic approximation introduced by Born and Oppen- 
heimer, in which it is assumed that, due to the smallness of the electron 
mass compared with the nuclear mass, the motion of the electrons is suffi- 
ciently rapid to follow the motion of the ions. We then first suppose that 

the ions are frozen in fixed positions rSn. and we calculate the energy 

E(... r,, . ..) of the electrons*). This energy, which depends parametrically 
on the positions of the ions, is added to the electrostatic ion-ion coupling 

Hion-ion to give the effective potential enery function Htinmion(... ran...) + 

+ q... rsn . ..) of the ionic motion, which together with the kinetic energy 
term of the ions forms the Hamiltonian H, for the lattice vibrations (pho- 
nons). This Hamiltonian has been discussed in some detail in I. It is composed 

of two parts 
H, = Ht2) + V, P 

where Hf), the harmonic Hamiltonian, can be written in terms of phonon 

creation and annihilation operators A&. and A, as follows (as far as eq. 

(5.10) we put ti = 1): 

Hb2’ = EO + &.zp + Hop, (2.2) 

with EO and E,~ the rigid lattice energy and zero point energy respectively 

and with 

HOP = X3_/, wqiA;,A,> (2.3) 

and similarly V, the anharmonic Hamiltonian: 

V = zzo=3 V(y) 

Here oqj is the frequency of the phonon with wave vector q(mod 2nz) and 

polarization index j (T is a vector of the reciprocal lattice). We remark that 
as a result of thermal expansion the unperturbed phonon frequencies wqi 
and similarly the coefficients B’T,) and br,) (see 2.6) depend on temperature. 

The symbol j4 stands for (87c3/Q) & (summation over one unit cell in 
reciprocal space) ; it becomes Jdq in the limit .Q --f CO. 

Thelast three terms of the Hamiltonian (2. I), which describe the electrons, 
will be modified by applying the one-electron approximation. The electron- 
lattice interaction term xirn zl(r( - r,,) may be expanded in powers of the 
ionic displacements u,,. The first term in this expansion, i.e. Ctim V(Y~ - R,,), 
is the interaction between the electrons and the ions in their equilibrium 
positions R,,. In the one-electron approximation each electron is supposed 
to move in a potential field, which is the potential of the static ions 

*) From now on electrons are always meant to be conduction electrons. 
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compensated by some additional field which represents the average effect 
of all the other electrons. This effective potential may be combined with the 
kinetic energy of the electrons to give after second quantization the following 

Hamiltonian for the electrons in a static lattice: 

Hoe = CO, flZ %noGLo~kmo. (2.5) 

Here &km0 is the energy of a single Bloch electron, characterized by a wave 
vector k, a spin index 6 and an index m distinguishing the Bloch bands. 

Gn, and Lmo are the creation and annihilation operators for this electron; 
they obey the usual anti-commutation rules for fermions. Just as in the case 
of phonons, k is only defined modulo 2~; for the energies we have ekm = 

= .sk+2ns,m. Summations over k are to be restricted to the first Brillouin 
zone. 

The remaining terms of the expansion of CQn o(ri - rsn) determine in 
part the electron-phonon interaction. The motion of the ions changes the 

effective electrostatic potential acting on an electron. However, the electrons 

try to respond to the ionic motion in such a way as to screen out local charge 
fluctuations. Any shift of the ions will be accompanied by a shift in the 
electron charge cloud which tends to shield the electrostatic field of the 
ions and which considerably reduces the effective matrix elements for the 
electron-phonon coupling. A self-consistent field type of calculation of the 
effective matrix element to first order in the ionic displacements has been 
performed by B ardeens). A more exact treatment of the whole screening 
question, based on the introduction of collective coordinates, can be found 
in a paper by Bardeen and Pines4). 

In second quantization we may write the electron-phonon interaction 

energy W in the following form: 

The y’th order term in this expansion arises from the y’th order term in the 
expansion of zisn v(rt - r,,) in powers of the ionic displacements. As 
mentioned above an expression for the coefficient b~~,,f,t,,i has been derived 
by Bar de ens). In the limit of small q and considering only electrons 
within one Bloch band, one finds for a Bravais lattices) : 

bhlk, 4i > , = iE&%/36nsMp~0,~)* [eqi. (k - k’)], (2.7) 

where M and p are the mass and number density of the ions, EF is the Fermi 
energy and eqj is the polarization vector of the phonon qj. Neglecting 
Umklappprocesses and noting that k - k’ = q, we see that b&,,,i is pro- 
portional to Iq/* and therefore remains finite when q tends to zero. The 
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latter result is a consequence of the strong screening. The coefficients by”,) 
with v > 1 have never been calculated explicitly. The following relation 

can be proved: 
b’“” 
kl,k% 417.1. . . . . sn. 

b”’ 
= ka,kl, -qglil,..., -q& (2.8) 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. 
Summing up, the following Hamiltonian will now finally be adopted 

for our electron-phonon system (see (2.2), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6)): 

II = co + %p + Hop + Hoe + v + w, (2.9) 

in which Hop and Hoe describe the free phonons and free Bloch electrons 
and V and W are the phonon-phonon and electron-phonon interaction 

respectively. The relative strength of the various terms in both V and W 
will be governed by the same parameter u/d, where u is the average ionic 
displacement and d is the smallest inter-ionic distance in the equilibrium 

lattice. Considering V and W as small terms in the Hamiltonian (2.9), 

which is justified as long as u/d is much less then one, we wrll investigate 
their effects by means of perturbation theory. 

The eigenstates Iklmlol, . . . . knmnon; qljl, . . . . qljl> of the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian EO +czp + Hop + Hoe can be written in terms of electron 
and phonon creation operators as follows: 

Iklmla, . . . , knmnon; qljl, . . . . qzjz> = rilmlbl. . . r;nTnnon~~l~l ... A’;,,, lo), (2.10) 

where IO> is the vacuum (no electron, no phonon) state. The operation of 

the perturbation V + W on states may easily seen. term from 
V + W, being a product of creation and annihilation operators, can 
induce a transition between the electron-phonon states in such a way that, 
as a consequence of the A-functions occurring in V and W, the new state has 

the same total wave vector, modulo 2nz, as the initial one. 
Before closing this section some remarks are necessary concerning the 

validity of the adiabatic approximation, on which we have based our 
discussion of the Hamrltoman. Questions, such as the use of perturbation 
theory and whether or not it makes sense in the framework of the adiabatic 
approach to include terms in the interaction up to general order in the ionic 
displacements, are of course closely connected with the problem of the 
validity of the adiabatic approximation as such. The adiabatic approxi- 
mation as a starting point for quantum mechanical considerations of solids 

has been often discussed in the literatures) 7) without having led to a con- 
vincing criterion for its validity. Ziman6) makes plausible the suggestion 
that the following condition should be necessary and probably even sufficient : 

pL> 1, (2.11) 

which says that the phonon wave length should be smaller than the mean 
free path A, of the electron it scatters. This condition is satisfied except for 
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phonons of very long wave length; in the limit of very small q perturbation 
theory breaks down and relaxation phenomena become important. 

Of course, one can try to escape the adiabatic approach and use more 
sophisticated methods for deriving the effective Hamiltonian. Such methods, 
based on the introduction of collective coordinates or on canonical trans- 
formation techniques, have indeed been proposed by B ar d e e n and Pines 4)) 
Nakajimad) and ChesterT), but these methods also have their own 
difficulties. Fortunately all different methods lead essentially to the same 
effective matrix element (to first order in the ionic displacements, higher 
order terms being neglected by the abovementioned authors) for electron- 
phonon interaction. 

We shall not enter into a more detailed discussion of this difficult question, 
but accept the Hamiltonian (2.9) for our further considerations with the 
interaction terms up to general order in the ionic displacements. This hardly 
complicates the formalism. Whether or not it makes any sense is not easy 
to decide; at any rate we may consider our Hamiltonian as a model Hamilto- 
nian, which will describe the system correctly at least in lowest order in the 
interactions and for wave vectors, which are not too small*). 

3. The diagrams for calculating the scattering fmzction. The differential 
scattering cross section at temperature T per unit of solid angle dL? and 
per unit of outgoing energy ds of the neutron for coherent scattering**) in 
the first Born approximation, is given by the following equations) : 

d%T 

-dzG== 
2 lkl 

- .%(KCU), 
IkOl 

(3.1) 

where the scattering function .ST(KUJ), depending upon the momentum 
transfer K = ko - k and energy transfer w, can be written in the following 
form (compare I) : 

ST(KCO) = (2nZ$iJY~ dt exp[- icot] Tr{UeU_tT_,UtT,}, (3.2) 
with 

2~ = Tr{exp[--B(Ho, + Hoe + V + W) + EN]}, (3.3) 

U*t = exp 141 it (Hop + HO, + V’ + W)l, (3.4) 

Ue = UZS = exp[-@(Hop + Hoe + V + W) + ~4, (3.5) 

T,, = L, expEt~K~rsj. (34 

The electrons are described by means of a grand canonical ensemble ; 
N=C k?mGno~kmo is the number operator for the electrons and tc = $, 
,u being the chemical potential. 

*) For very short wave lengths additional difficulties arise due to exchange effects 4). 

**) We only consider scattering of the neutrons by the nuclei; magnetic scattering by the electrons 

will not be taken into account. 
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In the representation of the electron-phonon states, defined by (2. lo), 
the trace in (3.2) takes the form: 

TrP) = ZL CEt, ~‘ll...j,;ol...o,;nzI..~~~~~...qr;kl...k, [(I + a) !l-l - 
.<Qljl,*--, qljl; knonmn,..., kmml I(O)1 hwm,. . . ,knonmn ; qljl,. . . ,qzjz>. (3.7) 

We want to calculate the matrix elements (3.7) by means of perturbation 
theory. For that purpose we need expansions in powers of V + W for the 
operators U*t, Ue and T,,. These expansions are written down in I ((4.1)- 
(4.5)) for the case of phonon-phonon interaction alone, but they can ob- 
viously be extended to include the electron-phonon interaction W. The only 
thing we have to do is to replace V by V + W. Substituting the expansions 
(2.4) and (2.6) for V and W, we see that the operator in the matrix element 
(3.7) is a linear combination of products of creation and annihilation operators 
for the electrons and the phonons. 

Just as in I we introduce diagrams to classify the various matrix elements. 
These diagrams have a similar structure as the diagrams used in I. They are 
more complicated, however, because of the presence of two types of lines 
(phonon lines and electron lines) and of two types of vertices (V-vertices, 
in which only phonon lines join, and W-vertices, in which both phonon 
lines and electron lines join). From the structure of the terms in the ex- 
pansion of W (see 2.6), we immediately conclude that in each W-vertex 
always one electron line comes in and always one electron line goes out, 
whereas the number of phonon lines which enter and/or leave a vertex may 
be one or more. No electron lines can be attached to a neutron vertex. In 
each V- or W-vertex we have conservation of wave vector due to the A- 
functions occurring in (2.4) and (2.6), while with the neutron vertex T, is 
associated a factor A(K - q), where q is the sum of the wave vectors of the 
phonons created by T, minus the sum of the wave vectors annihilated by T,. 
In fig. 1 we have drawn an example of a diagram contributing to the trace 
in (3.2). This diagram contains four W(a)-vertices in the Ut-region. For a 
more detailed description of these diagrams we must refer to I. 

I “e I Fit I “t I 
I I I 
I 

I 
I I 

Fig. 1. Diagram contributing to the trace in (3.2). The full lines represent electrons, 

the wavy lines represent phonons. This diagram has two components; the component 

containing the neutron vertices is a one-phonon diagram (see § 4). 
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By continuously joining the external lines at the left and right of a 
diagram, which is always possible because the initial states of our diagrams 
are identical to the final states, we can consider each diagram as being 
rolled onto a cylinder. From the nature of the electron-phonon interaction 
terms it is then clear that the various electron lines of a diagram compose 

to closed loops on the cylinder, each loop consisting of one or more turns. 
For instance, the diagram of fig. 1 has two such loops. 

At this stage a remark must be made concerning the Pauli principle for 

the electrons. It follows from (2.6) and (3.7) that in order to get the contri- 
bution of a particular diagram a summation must be performed over all 
variables kmo for the electrons which occur. According to the exclusion 
principle terms with identical index triples should be excluded in this sum- 

mation. It has been proved by Wick, however, that such a restriction on the 
summation can be dropped, because the errors one makes in forgetting the 
Pauli principle cancel each other exactly. This compensation of errors holds 
quite generally both for fermions (the exclusion principle) and for bosons 
(more than one boson in a particular state). In the following therefore we 
will treat the electron lines and phonon lines of our diagrams on an equal 
footing with the only difference that according to a well-known theorem 

ot Wicks) each diagram gets an extra factor (- l)“fl, where n is the number 
of external electron lines of the diagram and I the number of closed electron 

loops. 
We define connectedness of our diagrams or parts of our diagrams as 

connectedness in the usual sense on the cylinder (see I) and call a connected 
part a component. According to a well-known theorem the contribution 
of a diagram to a matrix element can be determined from the contributions 

of its components. For the case of phonon-phonon interaction this theorem 
was formulated in I where it was used to prove that the contribution of all 
components without neutron vertices just cancels a factor Zp in the expression 
for ST(KC~)). These results can be taken over with minor modifications to 
our problem, to give 

ST(KW) = (2n)-lJ_“, dt exp[--iwt] Cyutron Tr{U,gU_tT_,UtT,}6, (3.8) 

where the symbol Cyutr”* indicates that in calculating the trace only 
diagrams 6, which consist of components containing neutron vertices, must 
be taken into account. 

4. One-#onon diagrams. There are still two types of diagrams that 

contribute to the trace in (3.8). Firstly the diagrams that consist of two 
components, each component containing one neutron vertex. These diagrams 
produce the elastic scattering spectrum. It can be shown that phonon- 
phonon interactions and electron-phonon interactions only affect the 
elastic scattering intensity; the Bragg conditions remain exactly valid 
(compare I). 
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The second group of diagrams consists of one-component diagrams, which 
contain both of the neutron vertices. These diagrams give rise to the inelastic 
spectrum. In section 5 of I a particular class of diagrams, called one-phonon 
diagrams, was isolated from this group of one-component diagrams, which 
was expected to describe the one-phonon peaks provided the widths of the 
peaks were sufficiently small. In a completely analogous way these one- 
phonon diagrams can be defined and disentangled for the problem at hand. 
The general structure of these diagrams is a chain of bubbles connected 
by single phonon lines (q-lines), a chain beginning and ending at a neutron 
bubble (see fig. 1 and 2). A bubble is defined as a proper part which does 
not contain any q-line (for further details see I, 9 6). 

Fig. 2. General form of the one-phonon diagrams. 

Our first task now is to perform the summation of the one-phonon 
diagrams defined above in order to obtain an expression for the partial 
scattering function which describes the peaks, in terms of the bubble 
functions which represent the contributions of the bubbles. This summation 
was demonstrated, at least schematically, in I for the case of phonon- 
phonon interaction alone. Although very complicated it turned out that 
this summation could be performed without any approximation by extending 
a method of Dysonlo) and Beliaevii) to the case of arbitrarytemperatures. 
The procedure can be directly extended to include the electron-phonon 
interaction as studied in this paper. The only difference is brought about 
by the enlarged number of types of bubbles; each q-line can be attached 
to a bubble at a V-vertex or at a W-vertex. This difference can be taken 
into account in a straightforward way. The summation process results in 
equations directly analogous to equations (8.1) and (8.2) of I, but where the 
bubble function, representing the general contribution of a (V, W)-bubble, 
now has the form: 

G*(qojj’) = 

= if:” d-rexp[- &XT] Tr{UeU-,(V,j+W,j) UX(V,i, +WQ~.)}C,n~ + 

+ iJo,” dT exp[iwTl Tr{Ud-,(V,. + If'& Ut(Vn3 + WqI)}C,np + 

+ Tr(U@'qjij + J+',,)},, (4.1) 
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with Ue and U*, given by (3.4) and (3.5). The subscript C, nq indicates that 
only connected diagrams involving no q-lines contribute to the traces in 
(4.1). Furthermore it is to be understood that Vqi and W, contain a creation 
operator for the phonon qi, VqjT and W,,, contain an annihilation operator 
for the phonon qj’ and I/‘,,, and WQjip contain both. 

It was argued in I that for those cases where, independent of the strength 
of the interactions, the widths of the peaks remain small in such a way that 
the peaks are distinguishable from the background, the functions G*(qwjj’) 
correctly describe the positions and widths of the peaks. Because of the 
irreducible character of the diagrams that contribute to the traces in (4.1) 
an expansion of G*(qwii’) in powers of V + W converges rapidly for all 
values of o, while for any particular order only a finite number of essential- 
ly different diagrams has to be calculated. It can be seen, that (at least for 
a Bravais lattice, see the next section) to lowest order in both interactions, 
that is to order (~/d)s, there are no diagrams which involve both V-vertices 
and W-vertices, so that to lowest order the shift and width as a result of 
phonon-phonon interactions and of electron-phonon interactions are exactly 
additive. This no longer holds for higher orders in the coupling. Here 
,,mixed” diagrams occur and the shift and width ensuing from the two types 
of interactions cease to be additive. In consistent higher order calculations 
of shift and width of the scattering peaks phonon-phonon interactions and 
electron-phonon interactions must be treated together. This also holds true 
for the scattering intensity. 

We will not write down the general equations here but from now on 
restrict ourselves to the lowest order case. To lowest order in the interactions 
the following matrix equation is obtained: 

F 2ni xi, [(UQ - w) &, + G&,(qwjj')l C&(q$j") = 

= rw dji. + o;,mw). (4.2) 

The definitions of the various functions occurring in (4.2) are obvious 
generalizations of those in I. In the latter paper a discussion is given of this 
equation. It can be seen that equations (4.2) describe those peaks in the 
scattering spectrum whose central frequencies occur at positive values of 
UJ and which therefore can be considered as corresponding to the emission 
of a single phonon by the neutron. The shift of each peak is determined by 
the hermitian part, the width by the anti-hermitian part of the quantity 
Gg,(qwjj’). An analogous equation is valid for the absorption peaks. 

5. First order calculatioa of shift and width. We restrict ourselves in this 
section to processes involving electron-phonon interactions; the shift and 
width as a result of phonon-phonon interactions alone have been considered 
in detail in I. The lowest order diagrams which contribute to G*(qojj’) are 
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shown in fig. 3, where again the full lines represent electrons and the wavy 

lines phonons. 

d. 

Fig. 3. Lowest order diagrams contributing to the traces in (4.1) and involving 
electron-phonon processes. Strictly speaking, the wavy lines representing the phonons 
qj and qj’ do not belong to the diagrams; we have only drawn them to indicate that 
the appropriate vertices contain creation and/or annihilation operators for these 

phonons. 

In addition to the diagrams drawn in fig. 3, there are classes of related 

diagrams, contributing to G$,,(qojj’), which only differ from the above- 
mentioned diagrams in that the internal and external electron lines and the 

internal phonon line of diagram d encircle the cylinder an arbitrary number 
of times. These additional turns can be easily summed5) ls) with the result 
that we can restrict ourselves to just calculating the diagrams of fig. 3, but 

substituting the following propagator functions (we drop the index m) : 
external electron line : 

internal electron line : 

phonon line : 

exp[a - @cko - kko] 

1 + exp[a - Bd ' 
(5.1) 

exPh,l 
1 + exP[a - /%,I ’ 

(5.2) 

exP[hJ + exP[-(B + 4 qJ 

1 - exP[+~pjl . 
(5.3) 

The propagator functions now explicitly show up the difference in statistics 
for the electrons and phonons. In the summation this difference is brought 
about by the sign factor (- 1) n+l for the electron lines, explained in section 
3.*). 

From the structure of diagram d we directly see that this diagram gives 
a non zero contribution only if the wave vector of the intermediate phonon 
is O(mod 24. Hence this intermediate phonon can only be an optical 

*) It is often convenient to make a slight reformulation of the diagram formalism in terms of 

electrons above the (spherical) Fermi sea and holes below it. In this formulation diagram a, for 

instance, can be interpreted at absolute zero as the decay of a phonon into an electron-hole pair. 
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phonon (acoustical phonons with zero wave vectors correspond to trans- 
lations of the crystal as a whole, which we explicitly exclude from our 
considerations). As a consequence diagram d only contributes for lattices 
with more than one atom per unit cell. We shall restrict ourselves in the 
following to Bravais lattices, i.e., to the first three diagrams of fig. 3; these 
latter diagrams now involve only W-vertices, in contrast with diagram d 
which contains both a V-vertex and a W-vertex. 

From (2.6), (5.1) and (5.2) the following contributions to G$,(qcujj’) are 
found of the diagrams a, b and c of fig. 3: 

G$%zwS) = Co/klka b&a, -&&,,qj,~(kl + Q - k2) . 

*expb - B~,,ll3l + expb - B~,,l){l + exp[a - B~~~l}l-~. 

.[(w + E&7 - E kX f nww + %,a - &JlJ (5.4) 

G;~‘k~di’) = Co/wzn bh$zr,qj, bb&, -ni APz + q - h) . 

*explI~ - f%JHl + exp[~ - BG,,IH~ + exp[u - hJ>l-l~ 

'L-(0 + &kag - E&&1 T nid(m + E&o - E&l, (5.5) 

G(;j(q$) = 2&.fkl b1;4:kl,qi, -qj’ expb - bk& + expb - bk,o1>-1. (5.6) 

Only electrons within one energy band are considered. In deriving the above 
expressions use has been made of the formal relation: 

7% exp[z&] = (i/o)p f &j(w), 
0 

which in connection with relation (2.8) immediately gives rise to a separation 
in hermitian and anti-hermitian parts. The factor 2 in (5.6) is a combinatorial 
factor. Analogous to the case of phonon-phonon interaction the contribution 
of diagram c, being of second order in the ionic displacements, is hermitian 
and hence only contributes to the line shift. 

Combining equations (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) we find for the shift dca,(q’oii’) 

and the width 2r(e,(qwjj’) to lowest order in the electron-phonon coupling: 

~,o,(!@ii’) = Cdklka bh:;kz, -qi bi::kl,qj, AR + q - k2) ’ 

* [%klo - nkaol(w + &klo - Fkzo)61 + 2%jk, bb:;kl,qj, -qqipnkw (5’7) 

r(o) (@$) = n &_/klka %:;ka, -qj bh:;kl,qj* AN + q - kd ’ 

’ [%k,, - nksol s(m + &klo - &kzo), (5’8) 

with 

n ,&, = [l + exp(bEkO - dl-‘. (5.9) 

These formulae have recently also been found by Krivoglaz13) using 
different methods. However, his treatment is restricted to terms in the 
electron-phonon interaction potential which are linear in the ionic dis- 
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placements and so he does not find the second term at the right hand side 
of (5.7). This latter term, however, is expected to be of the same order of 
magnitude as the first term. A similar situation arises in phonon-phonon 
interactionsi), where in calculating line shift effects cubic and quartic 
anharmonic terms must always be considered together. 

In order to obtain orders of magnitude of the widths of the scattering 
peaks due to electron-phonon interaction we will evaluate formula (5.8) 
under the following simplifying assumptions (a) we consider long wave 
length acoustical phonons such that on the one hand condition (2.11) is 
satisfied and on the other hand the Bardeen formula in the simple form (2.7) 
is applicable, (b) we assume that the phonons are either longitudinal or 
transverse and (c) we neglect Umklappprocesses. These assumptions are 
reasonable for low temperatures and small energies of the incident neutrons. 
As a result of the factor (eqi.q), occurring in (2.7), it follows in connection 
with the above assumptions that we get a non zero result only for longi- 
tudinal phonons; the electrons are coupled to transverse phonons via Um- 
klappprocesses only (at least for a spherical Fermi surface). Substituting 
expression (2.7) in (5.8) and using the formulae Ed = fi%s/2m* and moq = slq, 
where m* is the effective mass of the electron and sl the longitudinal velocity 
of sound, we find after elementary but lengthy integrations: 

~co)(Qw)/w = (Egm*2/9nMps&3) . 

1 + exp[b(&m*s,” + @q2/8m* + @CO, - EF)] 1 

1 + exp[,S(&m*sF + @q2/8m* - @iw, - EF)] J (5’10’ 
where we have put cx = ,!IEF and where it is assumed that the Fermi surface 
is spherical. The behaviour of the second term within braces of expression 
(5.10) is such that in the neighbourhood of q = 2k~ (assuming for a moment 
the validity of (5.10) for such large values of q) it changes abruptly with q 
from the value zero for q immediately below 2kp to the value 1 for q immedia- 
tely above 2kF, kF being the Fermi momentum. From this it follows that for 
q > 2kF the line width vanishes. Of course, this has a purely kinematical 
reason; for q > 2kF it is no longer possible to satisfy the conservation rules. 
(Note that this is only true under neglect of Umklappprocesses). For q ==c 2kF 
the logarithmic term in (5. lo), which is the only temperature dependent 
term, may be neglected and we have obtained the following formula valid 
for longitudinal acoustical phonons of long wave length: 

r(a) (0)/w = E~m*s/9nMps$za (5.11) 

Similar formulae can also be obtained using more intuitive arguments based 
on the exponential decay of one-particle states 14) is). Only to first order in 
the coupling such simple techniques can be expected to be reliable. Formula 
(5.11) gives values for rco,(o)/w which are of the order 10-a-10-2 and hence 
are quite small. 
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When we admit Umklappprocesses, r(e) (qu) will display stepdiscontinuities, 
not only for 4 = 2kF, but also for those values of q which satisfy the con- 
dition IQ + 27czl = 2kF, for any reciprocal lattice vector z. For further 
details about this question we refer to recent work of W 011 and Ko hns). 

In fact these anomalies stem from the same grounds as the so-called Kohn- 
anomalies in the frequency spectra of lattice vibrations in metals. 

Concerning the shift of the scattering peaks, we remark that only the 
temperature dependent part is observable. It is to be expected that, due 

to the nature of the Fermi distribution of the electrons, this temperature 
dependence of the shift as a result of electron-phonon interactions will be 

very small and hardly observable. For this reason we shall not perform 
further calculations. 

In the case of superconductors anomalies in the shift and width of the 

scattering peaks, due to electron-phonon coupling, can be expected as a 
result of the presence ot an energy gap in the density of states of the electrons. 
Decay of a phonon into an electron-hole pair (see footnote on page 903)) for 
instance, is energetically possible only when the phonon energy o exceeds 
the gap. As a consequence at absolute zero there is an abrupt decrease 

of r(qo)/m when m becomes less than the gapis). But also the virtual 
transitions will be affected by the gap, leading to a change in the energy 
shift (5.7) of the phonons. It has recently been proposed by Ferrelli6) that 
this change in the frequency of the phonons in the superconducting state 

should account for the anomalous behaviour of the lattice specific heat of 
superconductors, discovered by B ry ant and K e e s o m l7). 
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